
The world’s largest travel & lifestyle

Mobile Advertising Network



The Travora Mango Advertising Network
Mango is a collection of various travel and lifestyle mobile
applications across smartphone and tablet devices. Mango
enables advertisers to easily reach consumers in every
segment of the travel and leisure ecosystem. Mango
includes new media representation across the inspiration,
in flight, en route and in destination phases of travel. 
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Inspiration

Audience:
Travelers Worldwide
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Trippy

Trippy Mobile App
Trippy is the place for you to collect and share travel ideas, and 
collaborate on your travel plans with the people in your life who 
know you best - your friends! It’s a full-circle travel experience 
that takes you from Dreaming to Doing.

      Set up a trip, find out which of your friend’s that have been           
      there and invite them to help plan your trip

      As your friends share their travel ideas you can organize   
      them into an itinerary and view them on a map

      Once on your trip, you can document and share your
      memories by taking pictures and leaving comments on the     
      places you visited showing your appreciate to the friends   
      that helped

Fact:

 Over
1MM
Pageviews per month

Trippy’s mobile app lets friends travel with you by seeing your pictures in 
real time as you follow their recommendations on your itinerary

     Available on iOS                   iPhone and iPad apps

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/trippy/id462526146?mt=8
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Maps of World : We do magic to Maps

MY WORLD ATLAS - LITE
      World’s largest mapping website has translated its easy to use, highly      
      detailed maps into free apps for the iOS platform

      All maps have been designed by professional cartographers

      Zoom-in to get a better look at a specific area or zoom-out to view the  
      map in its entirety

      A quick search by latitude and longitude brings you an up close and     
      personal view of your desired city

    Additional Features & Advantages:
      High resolution maps

      Vital Geographic facts about countries

      Utilities like searching Country as per population, Language, City and       
      other attributes

Fact:

 Over
1,000,000
Pageviews per month

 Over
600,000
Total Downloads since launch

The only World Atlas on iPad that can print, mail, save maps for each 
individual country.

     Available on iOS                   Avg user time spent in app = 1-3 minutes 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/my-world-atlas-lite/id404750273?mt=8
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Fotopedia

Fotopedia Mobile App 
      11 different applications

      Point-of-Interest Descriptions

      Travel Planning - Keep track of destinations in Favorites

      Instant Slideshow - Transform your iPad, iPhone or iPod        
      Touch into an endless, beautiful photo frame

      Share your favorite images via email, Facebook and Twitter

      Explore the beauty of our world effortlessly with Smart Tags,      

      Smart Previews, Search boxes and Interactive Maps 

Perfect for dreamers and travelers, photography enthusiasts, city 
lovers, families, educators, and anyone who needs a vacation, a 
little break from the daily routine or just a beautiful wallpaper.

Fact:

 Over
220MM
Pageviews per month

The Fotopedia Heritage app was recently selected as one of the top 50 apps 
of all time in Apple’s new Hall of Fame
    
     Available on iOS                  iPhone and iPad apps

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fotopedia-heritage/id383327395?mt=8
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UntappedCities.com

Untapped Cities
Untapped is about rediscovering your city. The lens is pho-
tography, the writing is historical, architectural, witty and 
hip. We show you not only what is there, but also what once 
was. 

      Sites for New York, San Francisco, Paris and global      
      content

      Topics include architecture, art, culture, food and drink,     
      and style

      Thousands of articles, photos and slideshows

Fact:

 Over
65,000
Pageviews per month

Untapped takes you to places rumored and places true, locales abandoned 
and avenues prosaic; but always—cool.
    
     Available on iOS*                Onswipe enabled on tablet

http://untappedcities.com/
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Matador Network

Matador Network
Matador is an independent media company and nexus of travel 
culture worldwide. We launched in 2006 with the vision for a 
travel site and community based not on “airline reservations 
and hotel rooms” but the real cultures, people, and places we 
encounter, as well as a broader global discussion of historical, 
political, and socioeconomic realities that inform our lives as 
travelers.

Matador Travel Network is the web’s most read independent 
travel magazine. Get daily travel insight and information delivered 
right to your iPhone! Join our community of travelers, adventur-
ers, and grassroots organizations.

Fact:

       Available on iOS, Android

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/matador-travel/id348070731?mt=8


In Flight

Audience:
Majority Male • Affluent with over 40% HHI over 100K  
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Flight Aware

Free Flight Tracker
Anywhere, Anytime Flight Info with a Powerful Mobile App
Whether flying is a personal passion or a business necessity, 
FlightAware’s mobile app is loaded with “insider information” to 
simplify the flying experience. From front-end planning tools to 
aviation fuel locations, and from arrival status to gate assign-
ments, pilots and passengers alike are equipped with everythign 
they need to sit back and enjoy the ride. While on the gound, you 
can even follow planes you spot in the sky with the “What’s
Flying Nearby” feature.

      First and only free flight tracking/status app

      Track your flight status, gate/terminal notifications, delays,       
      cancellations and pan around the world with full-screen   
      flight tracker maps— all in real time!

Fact:

 Over
18MM
Pageviews per month

 Over
1.2MM
Total Downloads since launch

Tracking data includes complete flight details and full-screen maps with NEXRAD 
radar overlay.

     Available on six devices including iOS and Android

     More than 825k Unique users                 Avg 6mins spent in app      

     Avg. 4.1 pages per visit

http://flightaware.com/mobile/
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FlightView: Flight Information You Can Act On

Free Flight Tracker
At-a-Glance Features Smooth the Trip, Even en Route!
Travelers – and their families, friends and colleagues – navigate air-
port and flying delays with quick-view flight trackers and color-coded 
airport maps as well as detailed info on terminal and gate assign-
ments. Quickly grab flight status  from an easy-to-read screen while 
on the go. Proactively plan travel changes with alerts as soon as a 
flight is delayed , cancelled or there is a gate change. 

       Flight status alerts send immediate notifications of delays,
       cancellations and gate changes 

       Store valuable, personalized information for multiple upcoming      
       trips

       The app integrates seamlessly with your personal calendar
       helping to further organize the trip planning process 

Fact:

 Over
6,000,000
Pageviews per month

 Over
1,200,000
Total Downloads since launch

FlightView works directly with the FAA and major airports throughout the United States & 
was first commercial recipient of FAA’s ASDI feed for real-time aircraft info at any given time     

     Available on iPhone/iPod Touch, Android, BlackBerry and Palm

     More than 400k Unique users

     Targeting capability for any major airport in US & CAN

http://www.flightview.com/corporate/products/flightview-mobile-apps.aspx
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FlightStats

TRAVLER for Android
Check your flight status on the way to the airport and receive up to the 
minute notifications your trip details. Travler allows you to monitor & 
track your flight by number, airport and airline.

       Flight Tracking

       Save Trip Details

       Global Airport Information

       Airline Information

Fact:

 Over
1.5MM
Travler Pageviews per month

 Over
3.5MM
AirportZoom Pageviews per month

Flightstats delivers over 5 MM unique monthly visitors to its websites and mobile apps.

     130k downloads for each application

     ~60% US Travelers

     ~10% UK Travelers

AIRPORTZOOM for iPad
AirportZoom contextualizes content based on your departure or arrival 
airport. As you make your way to and around the airport, this app is 
invaluable for staying abreast of flight status and other events, which 
may alter your itinerary.

http://www.flightstats.com/go/Home/home.do


En Route

Audience:
75% is between ages 18-39 • 33% of users have HHI above 100K • Over 50% of users are male
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HopStop : Your Way To Go

HopStop Mobile App
The HopStop iPad app is top 5 app in the free navigation category of iTunes. 
It’s the first pedestrian navigation app that combines multiple transit services 
(across hundreds of domestic and foreign markets) within one app, includ-
ing: transit directions, transit maps, transit alerts and nearest station search. 
By providing such navigation services, HopStop is a location-aware app with 
high engagement rates that’s able to geo-target ads/offers to the current 
and future location of millions of users, which in-turn leads to strong perfor-
mance.

      HopStop provides the premiere navigation application for over 200 major      
      cities WorldWide

      Users input their starting and ending addresses and, similar to its
      traditional desktop site, have the most efficient route to travel in front of  
      them in seconds

      Filter the options to include more walking on the route and see your   
      calories burned increase in the calorie counter

Fact:

 Over
11,000,000
Pageviews per month

 Over
4,000,000
Total Downloads since launch

From “50 Best” to “App of the Week,” HopStop’s mobile apps consistently rank in the top tier of 
navigation and travel apps by recognized names such as TIME Magazine, Amazon and iTunes.

      Available on iOS, Android, BlackBerry and WIndows Phone

      Works in over 68 global markets

      Used by over 2MM mobile consumers every month

http://www.hopstop.com/mobile
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WorldMate

WorldMate Mobile App
WorldMate builds your business travel itinerary and puts it on your 
phone. Your entire travel plan is automatically synchronized with 
your mobile device.  The itinerary includes all your travel bookings 
- flights, hotels, car rentals etc.- wherever you’ve booked them, plus 
all of your meetings

       Itinerary Manager- Flights, hotels, cars, meetings, transportation

       Share itineraries with your Facebook, twitter and LinkedIn net  
       works

       Edit you itinerary on the go

       Maps & Directions to itinerary items

       Travel Dashboard

       Send your itinerary discreetly with your family, friends or
       colleagues

Fact:

 Over
15,000,000
Impressions per month

Hotel Price Alerts – Just forward your hotel confirmation emails and they will let 
you know when  they have a better deal for you

      Available on iOS, Android, BlackBerry and Windows

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/worldmate-travelers-value/id317823888?mt=8
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Limos.com

Limos.com Mobile App
10,000 limos in the palm of your hand! Our Limos.com app gives you 
fingertip access to the world’s largest online marketplace for pre-
screened limo & car services. Search thousands of local pre-screened 
suppliers worldwide who give you specially-negotiated rates you can’t 
find anywhere else - saving you 30-40%. 

       Save 30-40% by going direct to local suppliers. Supplier-partners  
       are pre-screened, customer reviewed and carry our $10mm   
       insurance

       Easy online ordering - with instant all-inclusive pricing
       (including tip)

       24 x 7 world-class customer support

       No booking fees, no contract minimums/term, no fees to use the  
       system 

Fact:
Limos.com is featured with a booking button on such great sites as Opentable.com, LiveNation/Ticketmaster and David’s Bridal

      Available on iOS, Android

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/limos.com/id436899474?mt=8


In Destination

Audience:
Predominantly young, affluent, urbanites
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Fodor’s

Fodor’s
Fodor’s makes it simple to discover the best of New York City. Find trusted 
reviews of nearby restaurants, shops, sights, and hotels with the touch of a 
button. From the foot of the Statue of Liberty to the top of the Empire State 
Building, we’ve got you covered on all the sights that NYC has to offer!

       Quickly find expert reviews of restaurants, shops, sights, and hotels,   
       thanks to our multiple sort and search options

       Explore by neighborhood or find what’s nearby with detailed interactive  
       maps

       Jump to the best of the best with our exclusive Fodor’s Choice picks

       Keep track of all your favorites with handy bookmarking and field-note  
       tools

       City guides available for New York, London, Paris, Rome, San Francisco  
       & Barcelona 

Fact:

 Over
1,250,000
Mobile Web Impressions per months

Foder’s has guided travelers for 75 years. Backed by a team of more than 700 
writers based around the world, you’ll explore with the most relianble, up to date 
travel intelligence available.

       Available on iPhone, iPad 

http://www.fodors.com/mobile-apps/
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WeatherBug

WeatherBug Mobile App
      Get the latest current conditions, forecast, weather alerts, radar from the               
      free WeatherBug Mobile App 

      Apps keeps users in the know with fast, real-time and personalized   
      weather alerts all the way down to the neighborhood-level

       An interactive map allows you to see weather progression in your distinct area

      National Outlook through its video functionality

Additional Features:
      Interactive Maps w/ Doppler Radar

      Weather Cams – View live images from more than 2,000 weather cameras      
      across the U.S. 

      Severe Weather Alerts – “Always On” alerts for severe weather such as tornado,     
      flood & hurricane warnings

      Saved Locations – Access to weather at locations that matter most to you

      Video Forecasts – Daily National Weather Outlook video forecasts provided by     
      WeatherBug meteorologists 

      Share Function

Fact:

 Over
380MM
Avg pageviews per month

 Over
20MM
Total Downloads since launch

Live local weather from over 10,000 weather stations in North America and thousands of others 
around the world

       Available on iOS and Android

       More than 11MM Unique users per month

       Top markets include NY, LA, DC, Chicago, Boston, Dallas, Philadelphia

http://weather.weatherbug.com/mobile.html
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myweather.com

Weather just got personalTM

       Allows users to sync their location profile with the desktop site

       Hourly alerts that pinpoint your location down to almost half of a mile  
       allow for the some of the most precise weather updates around

       myWeather also allows for 10-day forecasts for all of your synced    
       profile locations

Additional Features:

       Unlimited saved locations Worldwide (registered users)

       Push notifications for severe weather alerts 

       Animated, Interactive radar/satellite maps w/ clickable storm cells

       Hurricane tracking

       Lightning maps

       FuturecastTM maps: future radar/clouds, snow/rain/ice totals, wind
       speed/direction, temperature, “feels like” temperature and humidity 

Fact:

 Over
1,600,000
Avg pageviews per month

 Over
900,000
Total Downloads since launch

myWeather says its app can pinpoint your location down to a 1 km radius

      Available on iOS and Android            Avg of ~8 pages per visit

      More than 100k Unique users per month          Avg return rate ~50% for iOS

http://www.myweather.com/
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GuidePalTM

GuidePalTM Mobile App
GuidePal’s smartphone guides were developed as an alternative to out-of-date and 
expensive printed travel guides. In an era of information overload, GuidePal is highly 
selective and features only the best attractions and venues by combining crucial 
local authenticity with editorial discretion. On top of great editorial content, Guide-
Pal builds the best of social media and deal sourcing into each app. Facebook and 
Twitter integration allows travelers to updated their locations anywhere in the world. 
Custom “GuidePal Perks” offer the best, most interesting tours and activities at 
special GuidePal discounted rates.

        Free, unbiased smartphone guides for the world’s top cities

        Provides users with an insider view using the latest app technology including      
        augmented reality

        Guides can be stored offline

        Guides are written by real city dwellers

        GuidePal currently publishers over 60 guides for cities around the world, with     
        several available in English and Chinese

Fact:

 Over
400,000
Pageviews per month

 Over
3.3MM
Total Downloads since launch

GuidePal’s augmented reality feature helps travelers get their bearings and points out must-see 
insider locales

      Available on iPhone/iPod Touch, Android, BlackBerry and Windows Phone

      Avg. of 9 mins spent in app  Avg. of 60% return user rate

      Avg. of 6.6 pages per user visit

http://guidepal.com/download
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Poynt

Poynt Mobile App
Poynt is an award-winning local search app that lets you find and con-
nect with businesses, movies, restaurants, people, offers and events 
near you whenever and wherever you need them.

       Augmented reality feature that utilizes the phone’s GPS, compass     
       and camera to display search results as clickable tags over a live   
       view of the surrounding environment.

       Hold the phone up to your ear to make a call to any search listing

       Gas feature will help you easily find the closest pump with the   
       cheapest prices

       Watch trailers and buy movie tickets

Fact:
You can search for great offers from nearby restaurants and businesses and 
quickly buy that money-saving deal directly on your smartphone

      Available on iPhone/iPod Touch, Android, BlackBerry and Windows Phon
 Over
35MM
Pageviews per month

 Over
15.5MM
Total Downloads since launch

http://www.poynt.com/poynt-app/
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Let’s Go

Let’s Go Mobile App
On-the-go travelers can share their whereabouts with Facebook friends 
as they travel; get recommendations for affordable (often free) sights and 
activities; find the location of hip restaurants, clubs, bars, shops and hotels; 
use GPS mapping and bookmarking functions for quick planning and much 
more. Dynamically updated with relevant content, these apps make traveling 
more affordable, rewarding and fun for the adventure-seeking, yet budget-
conscious, young adult traveler. 

       Developed by the young adventurer for the young adventurer

       These free apps incorporate the same attention to detail and rich
       content as the Let’s Go guidebooks have been known for since 1960  

       These apps help you navigate the best neighborhoods, find the best     
       food and won’t make a hole in your wallet

       Each app makes it easy to bookmark and even share your favorite   
       places with others via email and Facebook

Fact:

 Over
9,200
Total Downloads since launch

 Over
185,000
Monthly Page Views

Pre-loaded via Wi-Fi or 3G network, the apps even work offline to save travelers 
international roaming and connection costs. 

     Available on iPhone or iPod Touch

     Mobile guides available for Amsterdam, London, New York City, Paris or Rome

http://www.letsgo.com/apps
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MyCityWay

MyCityWay Mobile App
The ultimate urban resource, the City Guide has all of the insider info on the 
best food, nightlife and shopping in a neighborhood that a user needs to 
make their decisions. By combining urban reference apps and platforms with 
vital urban information, MyCityWay helps you pilot and explore the world’s 
cities like never before.

       Backed by BMW i Ventures as well as the City of New York

       Content for residents and visitors in over 70+ cities across the globe

       Connect with other users to find the perfect spot to spend the afternoon  
       or buy tickets to a last minute show

       From hotels to pharmacy’s to fitness centers and spas, restaurants and    
       even restrooms

       Customize your travel experience by saving your favorites for your next  
       visit

Fact:

 Over
12,000,000
Pageviews per month

 Over
4,000,000
Total Downloads since launch

The winner of many prestigious awards – including NYC’s BigApps competition and the Intel-spon-
sored App4India. Backed by BMWi Ventures, MyCityay is on the cutting-edge of urban mobility.
     
     Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry     

     39 cities, 50+ categories all in one single application

     1MM average monthly Unique Users  1.2 micro-apps used per visit

http://www.mycityway.com/download.html
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NileGuide : What’s Next

What’s Next?
Get recommendations for nearby things to do, restaurants, nightlife, hotels 
while on-the-go – designed with the spontaneous adventurer in mind

       With the “Near Me” tool, find suggestions for things to do close to
       where you are right now

       See what’s nearby in seconds and a map to get there

       In depth local expertise

       Customizable search

       Bookmark functionality

       Hundreds of global destination guides, from San Francisco to Singapore

Fact:

Fresh, objective highlights and tips from a global team of local experts all over the 
world.
     
     Available on iOS

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/whats-next/id352142307?mt=8
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NileGuide : Guide to Go

Guide to Go
For each guide, you can browse the things to do organized by activity type or day. 
You can view by a map or a list (We provide a static map so you don’t need a fast 
connection to see what you want, or you can use a live map). Read our expert de-
scriptions so you know exactly the kind of adventure you’re going to have. While on 
your trip, get access to the customized plans you made on NileGuide.com–interac-
tive maps, detailed contact information, local insights about the places you chose.

       Local expert recommendations, full guidebook information for over 100
       destinations, and your own personalized itineraries created on NileGuide.com

       Variety of recommended itineraries for your location, based on different
       traveling preferences, from the best romantic spots, to kid-friendly activities, to
       adventurous endeavors

       For each guide, you can browse the things to do organized by activity type or      
       day

       Check out the history, neighborhood descriptions, weather, where to eat and     
       drink, and how to get there, and much more

Fact:
You can also read up on your destination on the flight over (access your personalized guides to go offline or in airplane mode) 

       Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry

       39 cities, 50+ categories all in one single application

       1MM average monthly Unique Users

       1.2 micro-apps used per visit

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/guide-to-go/id315882329?mt=8
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Localyte by NileGuide

Localyte Mobile App
Put a living, breathing travel guide in your pocket and never feel like a 
clueless tourist again! Access travel guides for over 25,000 destina-
tion and connect with local experts in almost 200 countries for further 
information, advice and services – all for free! Localyte has got you 
covered wherever you happen to be and wherever you’re heading 
nexts

       Access local tour guides on the go

       App lists tours and contact info in cities and also lists local travel     
       guides in those cities who are available to answer any questions

       Access threads of previous questions that were submitted in your  
       destination

Fact:
The week that the app hit the app store, it quickly rose to be listed as one of the top 15 travel apps in the App Store.   

        Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry

       39 cities, 50+ categories all in one single application

       1MM average monthly Unique Users

       1.2 micro-apps used per visit

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/localyte-pocket-sherpa/id525832270?mt=8
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Tripwolf

Tripwolf Mobile App
The tripwolf app is a free travel guide with integrated Offline Maps and Augmented 
Reality. The mobile travel guide is available in 5 languages (English, German, Ital-
ian, Spanish, French) and all information is accessible offline in order to help avoid 
roaming charges abroad. The travel information for all city, region and country 
guides of the free travel app is a combination of information and travel tips by the 
tripwolf community and content by Footprint and Marco Polo travel guides. Users 
can vote, write reviews and upload photos directly from their phone to share them 
with other travelers. 

       Only worldwide mobile travel guide that contains expert information from travel      
       guide publishers like Marco Polo and Footprint and combines it with tips from
       thousands of travelers worldwide

       Access to over 500,000 points of interest

       Search for any country, region or city in the world and download the entire   
       travel guide directly onto your phone

       All features are available online and offline!

       Remember your favorite locations, add reviews, take pictures and add newly
       discovered places

Fact:

 Over
3,500,000
Page Views Per Month

 Over
2,120,000
Total Downloads since launch

Through the Augmented Reality Viewer, you can travel to any destination and use it to help you find 
your way around.   

        Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry

       39 cities, 50+ categories all in one single application

       1MM average monthly Unique Users

       1.2 micro-apps used per visit  Available in 5 languages

http://www.tripwolf.com/en/page/iphone
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Trazzler

Trazzler Mobile App
Trazzler is a free app that makes it simple for you to find great places nearby. But 
more than that, it’s a bold new experiment that blends editorial vision and the col-
lective creativity and wisdom of thousands of smart people like you—a place where 
you collaborate with editors to scout out, photograph, and cover the places you love 
best.

       Find editorially vetted places close to you.

       Scout out new places and send them to our editors who will review them and     
       respond within 24 hours.

       Submit a photo on any place to enter this week’s contest.

       Follow friends and other contributors with similar interests and tastes.

       Get notified every week when new contests and prizes launch.

       Create a professional portfolio of photos and writing with feedback from editors.

       Read our creative manifesto to see how serious we are about changing the     
       way that people explore the world and share photos and writing about their   
       favorite places.

Fact:

 Over
138,000
Total Downloads since launch

Our open network of publication-quality information about places can be used to promote any 
neighborhood, town, or region.

        Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry

       39 cities, 50+ categories all in one single application

       1MM average monthly Unique Users

       1.2 micro-apps used per visit

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/trazzler/id304881519?ls=1&mt=8
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Ski & Snow Report

Ski & Snow Report
OnTheSnow, the world’s leading web site for ski reports and snow 
reports brings you the most downloaded ski and snowboard condi-
tions application.

     More than 2,000 global ski areas listed, including resorts in California,  
     Colorado, Wyoming, British Columbia and New England. 

     Trail maps of most ski areas

     Locate nearby ski areas via GPS

     First-hand ski reports from fellow skiers

     Post photos from the slopes

     Live webcams

     Weather forecasts by area

     Map to ski areas 

     Mountain stats and snow history graph

Fact:
“Powder Points” highlight biggest new snowfall totals  from around the world! 

        Available on iOS, Android and BlackBerry

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ski-snow-report/id300412347?mt=8

